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Effect of Plantar Stimulation by Projections in Stepping
Exercise on Skin Temperature and Metabolism
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Abstract
We performed an exercise tolerance test using stepping apparatuses with or without projections
on the surface (apparatuses A and B, respectively) that have a built-in spring with stepping pressure of
10kg, and compared the effects on the body. The subjects placed the soles on the stepping apparatus in
the sitting position and stepped using the strength of their legs. The results were summarized as
follows :
1. The energy consumption in stepping exercise using apparatus A was about three kcal/min, and the
metabolic equivalent (METS) of exercise intensity to rest was two. This corresponds to walking at the
rate of 50m/min.
2. As for the circulatory responses, the heart rate increased by about 3% after stepping for five
minutes and by about 25% after stepping for ten minutes both in exercise with apparatus A and in exer-
cise with apparatus B. However, blood pressure did not change after five or ten minutes.
3. Electromyogram of the muscles in the lower limbs and the dorsal muscles in the lumbar region dur-
ing exercise showed more marked resposes to apparatus A than to apparatus B.
4. The mean skin temperature in the footsoles before exercise was compared with those after stepp-
ing for one, three, and five minutes with apparatus A and with apparatus B separately. The skin
temperature in stepping exercise using apparatus A increased in each duration ; the degree of increase
was the most remarkable after stepping for five minutes. On the other hand, the skin temperature in
stepping exercise using apparatus B decreased from the preexercise level.
These results suggest that stepping exercise using apparatus A reinforces leg strength and plays a
supplementary role in decreasing shortage of exercise. In addition, plantar stimulation by projections
had marked thermal effects.
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134足踏み運動下での足底部への突起物による刺激が皮膚温,代謝に及ぼす効果
The effects of stepping exercise using apparatus A may be increased in a longer stepping































例 数 : 3 0 k ca l′分 M E T S
平 均 2 .8 2 . 1







5 分 間 踏 み の 場 合 10 分 間 踏 み の 場 合
心 拍 数 収縮期血圧 拡 張期血圧 心 拍 数 収縮期血圧 拡張期 血圧
安静暗 75.3拍/ 分 121.3m m H g 69.5m m H g 82.5拍/ 分 123 .0m m H g 70 .0m m H g
運動後 77.3拍/ 分 126 .0m m H g 65.5m m H g 103.0拍/ 分 130.0m m H g 69 .5m m H g
















































































図4-2 1分間の足踏み運動後, 3分経過図5-2 1分間の足踏み運動後, 3分経過
図4-3 3分間の足踏み運動後, 3分経過図5-3分間の足踏み運動後, 3分経過
























図3に足踏み器A (被験者H.T)と足跨み器B (被験者H.K)を1分間, 3分間, 5分間踏ん
だ際の足底部平均皮膚温を運動前値に対する偏差値で示した・足踏み器Aによる平均皮膚温の上
昇は, 1分間, 3分間, 5分間踏みいずれの場合にも時間の経過と共に上昇し, 5分間踏みが最
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